x(t; c) = h(t; co) + f k(t, s; co)f (s, x(s; co)) dy (s) is studied where t E S, a v-finite measure space with certain properties, co E Q, the supporting set of a probability measure space (Q, A, P), and the integral is a Bochner integral. A random solution of the equation is defined to be a second order vector-valued stochastic process x(t; co) on S which satisfies the equation almost certainly. Using certain spaces of functions, which are spaces of second order vector-valued stochastic processes on S, and fixed point theory, several theorems are proved which give conditions such that a unique random solution exists.
Introduction. The purpose of this note is to study the existence and uniqueness of a random solution of a nonlinear stochastic integral equation of the Hammerstein type of the form (1.1) x(t; t)) = h(t; t)) +jk(t, s; &)f(s, x(s; t))) dy(s), where (i) S is a locally compact metric space with metric d defined on S x S and Iu is a complete a-finite measure defined on the collection of Borel subsets of S;
(ii) t E Q, where Q is the supporting set of the probability measure space (Q, A, P);
(
iii) x(t; to) is the unknown vector-valued random variable for each t E S; (iv) h(t; co) is the stochastic free term defined for t E S; (v) k(t, s; to) is the stochastic kernel defined for t and s in S; and (vi) f (t, x) is a vector-valued function of t E S and x.
The integral in equation ( In order to investigate the stochastic integral equation (1.1), we will define several spaces of functions which are spaces of second order vector-valued stochastic processes on S and will use certain aspects of the "theory of admissibility" of Banach spaces as introduced into the study of integral equations by Corduneanu [7] and the methods of "probabilistic functional analysis" [3] .
2. Preliminaries. We will further assume that S is the union of a countable family of compact subsets {C} having the properties that C1c C2 CC3c -.. and that for any other compact set in S there is a C? which contains it [2].
We define C= C(S, L2(Q, A, P)) to be the space of all continuous functions from S into the space L2(Q, A, P) with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. That is, for each fixed t E S, x(t; wi) is a vectorvalued random variable such that We further define BC=BC(S, L2(Q, A, P)) to be the Banach space of all bounded continuous functions from S into L2(Q, A, P) with norm Ix(t; C())IIBC = SUP jIX(t; wJ)IIL2(,A,P).
IES
The space BC ' C is the space of all second order vector-valued stochastic processes defined on S which are bounded and continuous in mean-square.
We will consider the functions h(t; co) and f (t, x(t; co)) to be in the space C(S, L2(Q, A, P)). With respect to the stochastic kernel we assume that for each pair (t, s), k(t, s; co) E L ,(Q, A, P) and denote the norm by Iljk(t, s; w)Ill = IIk(t, s; (0)IIL (OA2,A,P) = P-ess sup Ik(t, s; wo)l. is ,u-integrable with respect to s for each t e S and x(s; w)) in C(S, L2(Q, A, P)), and that there exists a real-valued function G defined ,u-a.e. on S so that G(s) IIx The following is a useful application of Theorem 3.1.
Hence, as M-+oo we have (T,I1x)(t; w)-(Tx)(t; w). Let {xj(t; w)} be a sequence of functions converging to x(t; w)) in C(S, L2(Q, A, P)). Then by definition of the seminorms, for each M II(TMX)(t; w)) -(Tzfxj)(t; w)jln

